Counter
Rebuttal
paragraphs

The sample counter-rebuttal paragraph that
follows appears in an essay arguing that
Artificial Intelligence (AI) benefits society
because it improves the standard of living,
makes workplaces safer, and aids the disabled.
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Counterargument
OBJECTION SENTENCE

PATTERN

It states the critics’ specific
objection. This sentence
must contain the modal
may.

Nevertheless / However, +
some opponents / critics +
may + argue / assert / claim
/ contend / maintain + that +
objection.
EXAMPLE

Nevertheless, some critics
may argue that AI leads to
mass unemployment
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acknowledgement of validity of objection
PURPOSE
This sentence summarizes the other side’s objection and
acknowledges the validity of the objection. This sentence
must contain the modal may. It lets the reader know that you
are unbiased.
Pattern
It may be true, in certain cases / in certain circumstances,
that + paraphrase of objection.
Example

It may be true, in certain circumstances, that AI causes
people to lose their jobs.
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Rebuttal topic sentence
Purpose

Pattern

Example

It states the specific
reason why the
objection
(counterargument)
is wrong. It is
introduced by a
transition such as
however,
nevertheless, or
nonetheless.

However + what this
argument fails to
consider / overlooks
/ does not take into
account + is +
reason why the
objection is wrong.

However, what this
argument fails to
consider is most
devices powered by
AI are created to
perform very
specific, limited
tasks for certain
jobs.
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Explanation
PURPOSE

EXAMPLE

This sentence explains
the controlling idea of
the rebuttal topic
sentence. It is important
to note that the
explanation sentence
provides a reason why
the claim is true. It is not
a paraphrase of the
rebuttal topic sentence.

In other words, they are
not designed to take over
all functions in most
occupational fields.
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ADD MINOR SUPPORTS (EXAMPLES & STATISTICS

Minor supports give additional information about the
explanation sentences (major supports)
For example, robots are frequently used to clear
minefields, but robots are not set to replace human
soldiers.
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Concluding sentence
PURPOSE
It states what conclusion (inference) can be made
once people consider the controlling idea and
evidence.
PATTERN
Hence / In short / In other words / Therefore / Thus,
+ inference.
EXAMPLE
In short, most people are not at risk of being replaced
by AI devices or programs.
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Sample Counter-rebuttal paragraph
Nevertheless, some critics may argue that AI leads to
mass unemployment, thus, not benefiting society. It may
be true, in certain circumstances, that AI causes people
to lose their jobs. However, what this argument fails to
consider is most programs or devices powered by AI are
created to perform very specific, limited tasks for certain
jobs. In other words, they are not designed to take over
all functions in most occupational fields. For example,
robots are frequently used to clear minefields, but robots
are not set to replace human soldiers. In short, most
people are not at risk of being replaced by AI devices or
programs.
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